


The Dramatic Disruptor is the spiritual child of Silicon Valley’s 
love of 10x superiority, rather than Clayton Christensen’s original 
definition of a value disruptor. It is a challenger with a product or 
service offer so significantly superior to the incumbent in some key 
dimension that it drives trial, at least initially, through interest in 
product intrinsics as much as brand appeal – and dramatises that 
difference in its communications and packaging.

We might think of this kind of dramatic superiority as primarily the 
province of tech brands – think of your first reaction to the visual ease 
of the Uber app, or the brilliance of the Tinder Swipe. But the last few 
years have also seen a new group of DTC challengers making inroads 
in established industries, using their lack of physical stores not as 
a barrier to trial but as a stimulus to advantage. Look at Casper’s step 
change in convenient accessibility: an affordable, good quality king- 
size mattress squeezed – startlingly – into a box, with a 100-night 
money back guarantee. Why would I buy a mattress the way my 
parents did anymore?

Dialling up the drama here is as important as the product or service 
superiority itself, as Halo Top shows. Founded in 2012, and launched 
through conventional channels, it was an ice cream challenger that 
offered a product with a one-two punch of lower calories (75% less) 
and higher protein (50% more) than the existing, long-established 
players like Häagen-Dazs and Ben & Jerry’s. For the first three years, 
though, consumer traction was slow, before two things dialled up 
the drama around Halo Top’s difference.

The first was deliberate: the brand team redesigned Halo Top’s pack 
to focus primarily on the calorie promise, and explicitly accentuate 
the gap between its own calorie content and that of its competition 
on the website.

The second was by chance, when a science journalist and fitness 
enthusiast decided to eat nothing but 50 pints of the high-protein, 
low-carb Halo Top for 10 days to see what would happen. What 
happened was that he lost 10 lb. in weight and 3% in body fat, hit 
a personal best in his bench press set on the last day, and wrote 
a glowing article in GQ about the brand. The article took off, and 
consumer interest with it. By 2017 Halo Top had become the US’s 
top selling pint of ice cream, and named by Time as one of the ‘best 
inventions’ of the year. The brand has now expanded into Europe, 
Australia and New Zealand.

The Dramatic Disruptor, then, is characterised by:

• A focus on the significantly superior product or experience

• Visually dramatising that product/experience, often compared 
to the competition

• Leaning into that drama to change the criteria for choice in the 
category in its favour

One of the key values of the drama is to bring an emotional impact 
to what otherwise might be a dry, rational claim. But that drama 
doesn’t need to be simply visual, of course. Elon Musk has been the 
master of dramatic juxtaposition for Tesla – both verbally (naming the 
high performance setting in the Model S its ‘Ludicrous’ mode, and 
offering a ‘Bioweapon Defense Mode’ for its aircon) and in events 
designed to capture our imagination (putting a dummy driver in 
a space suit in a Model S, before strapping it to the SpaceX Falcon 
Heavy rocket and blasting it into space). While very few of us have 
ever seen an ad for Tesla, we all know about the brand’s difference 
and founder’s vision through his rolling thunder of drama and surprise.
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India’s Fogg is another good illustration of the opportunity for 
the Dramatic Disruptor, even in relatively low-interest packaged 
goods categories. The brand launched into the India deodorant 
market in 2011 up against market leader Axe, Unilever’s global giant 
that had defined the category for a decade, and whose emotional 
promise of desirability every other brand in the category had 
come to mimic.

A new challenger, Fogg looked to redefine the criteria for choice in 
its favour. Ignoring the category convention of sex appeal, it focused 
instead on how long the product lasted compared to a can of Axe. 
The all-liquid, no-gas product delivered a guaranteed 800 sprays 
from a 125ml bottle, and the marketing team dramatised this longer-
lasting superiority in explicit side-by-side product demos against the 
market leader, with the claim ‘No gas, only perfume’. Fogg became 
market leader within two years of launch, and now commands 
a share of over 20% of the Indian deodorant market.

Long-term though, defending a position based on a rational 
product proposition alone is clearly difficult – Fogg now has 
a competitor offering 1,000 sprays per bottle – so the challenger 
starting with this narrative may well need to evolve to another 
as it matures. And once we start changing the category, we need 
to keep changing it, or someone else will change it for us, as our 
interview with Casper shows.

The only way to stay ahead is to think like the hungry challenger 
we once were.

A Summary of this Narrative

y
Core Strategic Thought: 
A brand and product that dramatically signals a real and significant 
product or service superiority.

y
What is it challenging? 
The assumption that all this category’s products offer more or less 
the same level of performance, quality or convenience.

y
Why does its consumer respond to it? 
The promised step change in the product or service.




